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D E C E N T R A L I Z E D

S P O R T S

The team

What is Globatalent?
GLOBATALENT is a decentralized and transparent marketplace comprised of athletes and clubs based on Tokens.
The decentralization of sports in the GLOBATALENT
marketplace will help ensure that everyone has access to
sports ﬁnancing GLOBATALENT oﬀers the opportunity for
anyone around the world to support and invest in great
talent from all over the globe.

Sunil Bhardwaj

Ferrán Martínez

linkedin.com/in/sunil-bhardwaj-03465a10/

linkedin.com/in/fer an-martinez-7420024/

Co-Founder
Strategic alliances advisor

Co-Founder & CEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=IfyczyLB4kk
Iñaki Cabrera

Co-Founder
Sports & Business advisor

Market

the Team
https:/Rest
/www.goflobatalent.
com/#team

linkedin.com/in/i%C3%B1aki-cabrera-bb384214/

97% of the worlds population have an interest in a sport.
There are over 4 billion soccer / football supporters globally
and more than 2 billion cricket fans in the world. At the end of
2017, the global sports-market generated revenue of approximately $91 billion. That same year, revenue from the sports
merchandising market in North America reached $14.2 billion.
These statistics depict the revenue generated in the global
sports market from 2005 to 2017.
The GLOBATALENT sports-market seeks to transform sport
investment models by oﬀering a worldwide, available, and
open platform that will allow each user to decide where to
invest by providing information of the relevant athlete or
sport, beyond the user’s knowledge.

A Glimpse into some of our supporters

Maurice Evans

Dani Clos

Globatalent Supporter

Globatalent Supporter

https://www.facebook.com/DANICLOS

linkedin.com/in/maurice-evans-8349ba84/ twitter.com/1moevans

https://twitter.com/daniclos

Users
Athletes would be able to upload their future beneﬁts of
their rights, prize money, salaries and much more on the
GLOBATALENT platform in return for a percentage of the
future proﬁts of those rights, which the athletes would
decide themselves.

Anna Muzychuk

Dani Redondo

Globatalent Supporter

Globatalent Supporter

instagram.com/redondodani/

Before now, it was impossible for normal people to invest in
sports this way, with tokenization and smart contracts, at
GLOBATALENT we are able to build a system that gives
everyone access to invest in and be part of the sports
business world. Through decentralization and transparency
and driving the new age of sports investment, opening the
industry up to everyone.

m.facebook.com/anna.muzychuk.9

Deportivo Alavés
Globatalent Supporter

João Sousa

Globatalent Supporter

facebook.com/joao30sousa/

facebook.com/deportivoalaves twitter.com/alaves

www.instagram.com/muzychuk_anna/

twitter.com/joaosousa30

Why did we create Globatalent?
The GLOBATALENT team has worked collectively for over 50
years in the Sports industry. With this experience, they are
only fully aware of all the obstacles and disappointments
behind the untold stories in the sports business. Our
mission is to use decentralization to change the sports
market forever and for the better.
GLOBATALENT, a public blockchain project, will be in
charge of ensuring and applying all fair-play commitment
and push for a fair sports industry to promote values like
sacriﬁce, commitment, fair-play, eﬀort, perseverance,
determination, discipline, modesty and honesty.

Splyce

BKN eSports

Globatalent Supporter

Globatalent Supporter

http://bknesports.com/

https://www.facebook.com/Splyce/ https://twitter.com/splyce

Baskonia

JS Hercules

Globatalent Supporter

Globatalent Supporter

facebook.com/baskonia twitter.com/Baskonia

http://jshercules.com/

Beneﬁts
NK Rudeš

Globatalent Supporter

facebook.com/nkrudes/ twitter.com/NKRudes

Advisors
REAL OWNER OF
SPORT RIGHT

TRANSACT INSTANTLY
WITHOUT FRAUD

SPORT
DECENTRALIZATION

NEW
OPPORTUNITY

For the first time fans
worldwide can buy rights
of their idols

Fans can buy and sell instantly
and safely with smart contracts
using blockchain technology.

Decentralizes and allows
people to unite and help each
other so they can benefit without
being an intermediary entity

We offer the opportunity for
humble and resourceful people to
invest in talented sportsmen and
benefit from their future success.

Gaby Treiband

The Token

Marketing Advisor

Intended use of Token revenue during the ﬁrst 5 years
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/gaby-treiband/

Ricard Casas Gurt
ACB Professional
Basketball Coach

https:/ es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ricard_Casas

80 Million

7%
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2%
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13%

50%

130 Million

Daniel Díez
Blockchain advisor

linkedin.com/in/danicellero/

500 Million

20%

Jonathan Quali
eSports Advisor

linkedin.com/in/jonathan-quali-23b736143/

200 Million

Max Song

Blockchain Advisor

GLOBATALENT CROWDSALE 18-30 June
Min purchase: 0.15 ETH or equivalent
ICO Price: 1 GBT Token = 0.07
Currencies accepted: ETH,BTC, USD, EUR
Bonus: 5% bonus
Total Raised so far: $17m
Buy GBT tokens here: https://ico.globatalent.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/songmax/

Gareth Lai

Asia Paciﬁc Advisor

https://www.linkedin.com/in/gareth-lai-55222745/

Omar Dweik
Sports Advisor

linkedin.com/in/omardweik7/

https://ico.globatalent.com
https://globatalent.com/

https://globatalent.com/sport-blockchain/white-paper-Globatalent.pdf

https://t.me/globatalent

https://market.globatalent.com/#/login

